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ABSTRACT: In stochastic control, typically, an ideal model is assumed or an estimate model is 
learned, and the control design is based on this model, raising the problem of performance loss due 
to the mismatch between the assumed model and the actual system. Even when a correct model 
is available, computation constraints may dictate the use of approximation methods. In this talk, 
we will view approximations and robustness under a unified theme through a topological approach 
involving spaces of probability measures. We will initially consider robustness to approximations 
for stochastic control with standard Borel spaces and present conditions under which finite models 
obtained through quantization of the state and action sets can be used to construct approximately 
optimal policies. We will establish that weak continuity of the transition kernel in the state and action 
is sufficient for the convergence of finite approximations. We will also extend our analysis to partially 
observed models and non-linear filtering processes where one can construct a sequence of finite 
models whose solutions constructively converge to the optimal cost; a byproduct of this analysis is a 
new weak Feller characterization for non-linear filter dynamics and through such weak continuity a 
rigorous approximation result follows. We will then investigate robustness to more general modeling 
errors and study the mismatch loss of optimal control policies designed for incorrect models applied 
to the true system, as the incorrect model approaches the true model. We show that continuity and 
robustness cannot be established under weak and setwise convergences of transition kernels in 
general, but that the expected induced cost is robust under total variation convergence. By imposing 
further assumptions (such as continuous convergence of transition kernels or total variation 
continuity on a measurement channel), we show that the optimal cost can be made continuous and 
robust under weak convergence of the transition kernels as well.

These results entail positive implications on empirical learning in data-driven stochastic control 
since often system models are learned through empirical data where typically (almost surely) weak 
convergence criterion applies but stronger convergence criteria do not. (joint work with Ali Kara, 
Naci Saldi and Tamas Linder)
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